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Метод Фаддеева для трехкварковых систем

Новое направление для применения дифференциальных уравнений
Фаддеева представляют расчеты статических характеристик ба-
рионов.В рамках нерелятивистской кварковой модели исследова-
ны спектр масс и волновые функции барионов спин-четности

*1/2
+
, 3/2

+
. Вычислены структурные параметры, которые

определяют "качество" волновых функций барионов - зарядовые
радиусы, электромагнитные формфакторы, функции распределения
кварков. Показано, что большинство популярных межкварковых
потенциалов не дают высокого "качества" волновых функций,
несмотря на хороший фп спектра масс.

Yu.A.Kuperin, A.A.Kvitsineky, S.P.Merkuriev, V.Yu.Novoehilov

Faddeev Approach in Three-Quark Syetems

Calculation of baryona etatlo properties represent a novel

field where the Faddeev differential equations are applied.

The mass spectra and wave functions of baryona from multi-

plets of spin-parity J
P
- 1/2*, 3/2* are inveatigated in

non-relativistio quark model, The struoture parameters cha-

racterizing the "quality
11
 of the baryon wave functions,i.e.

charge radii, electromagnetio formf actors quark distribu-

tion functions.are oaloulated. It ia shown that the majori-

ty of the popular qq-p-tentiala do not give "high quality"

wave functions in spite of the good fit for the hadron mas-

ses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At the present time a great deal of theoretical effort

is being focused at solving the QCD equations - mainly

straightforward ones using Monte Carlo techniques. In the

absence of exact solutions, we must rely on phenomenologicel

models. Fortunately, we have at our disposal e variety of

successful phenomenologicel models which incorporate the

features expected from QCD. Of all these models the non -

relativistic quark model ( NRQtt ) is perhaps the most att-

ractive. She latter is very simple and physically attracti-

ve because there is a possibility to apply mathematically

correct methods for numerical calculations* In particular,

the Faddeev approach in configuration space can be applied

to solve the SchrQdinger equation for three-quark systems

/ 1.2/.

Of course, there are serious difficulties in the NRQM.

The most fundamental one, typical for the meaonic sector,

consists in using the NRQS for light quarks. Partly this

difficulty was overcome in terms of an effective chirel

quark theory / У . Roughly speaking, the small value of

*£~i« in the effective theory explains the major suc-
cess of the NRQM for hadrons made up of the three light
flavours ( u,d,e ) . Since •*-? ̂  is quite small, the glu-
on - exchange binding force is relatively weak, and the
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baryons are not strongly bound as one might have expected.

Thus the NKQM works simply because these effective quarks

are non-relativistic, with В - V/C ~- ol^$ . Another dif-

ficulty, more technical in nature, is related to the syste-

matic use of harmonic oscillator wave functions /4/ although

the confining potential presumably does not grow quadratic-

ally at large distances /5/« In the harmonic oscillator ap-

proach, the imperfections of the wave functions and the

excessive degeneracy of the spectrum are corrected by comp-

licated splittings and mixings due to the acknowledged

need of so called "anharmonicity" corrections /4/. As a

result, the relation between underlying dynamics and the

baryon properties is not elucidated very dearly. This cont-

rasts with the situation in meson spectroscopy where most

authors simply choose a potential and study the observablea

at functions of the potentials without mixed or unmixed

harmonic oscillator wave functions to complicate the issue.

Alternative variations! methods can be sufficiently

efficient, especially in the case of unequal masses, where

one can adopt the parametrization to the diesymetry of the

system /6/. However, the convergence of variational calcu-

lations is hardly insured, since tested only within the spe-

cific parametrization of trial wave functions.

The well - know method of the hyperspherical expansion

can be also applied to solve the three-quark problem /5,7/.

This method works very well if pairwise quark-quark poten-

tials have no singularities at email distances. But the

convergence of the hyper spherical expansion will be much

worse for potentials, which have Coulomb-type behaviour or

stronger one at small interquark distances.

In this paper we describe some results obtained by me-

ans of solving differential Faodeev equations for baryons.

Our method can be applied to the bound state problem with

equal or unequal masses» two-body or three-body forces of

any type .We shall be concentrated on the properties of baryona
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•ade up of the light flavours С u,d,a } and consider

several types of q-q potentials on the assumption that Vqq-

= 1/2 V
 5
 . In particular, we consider the Bhaduri model /6/

Richardson model /8/, Martin model /9/ and Carlson model

/ID/. Beвides baryon mass spectra we calculate the structu-

re parameters, which define the "quality" of the baryon

wave functions, i.e. charge radii, electromagnetic formfac-

tors end quark destribution densities. We demonstrate that

the majority of the popular quark-quark potentials do not

reproduce "high quality" wave functions in spite of the

good fit for hadron masses.

2» EQUATIONS

For simplicity we consider only the case of equal mas-

ses. We define as usual /II/ permutation operators P ~

which are cyclic» P* (.1231 = C3I2), and anticyclic, P~CI23)
a

= (251). These operators are inverses of each other and al-

eo С ?* J
2
 = P+.In addition it is easy to prove that (P* )* =

* P* .' Defining P » P
+
 + P~ with. P* * P the Faddeev equ-

ations can be written in configuration space in the form

where X^ V^ P are operators in the additional spin-

isospin space $
3
у

=
Л

$
® Д л The three Faddeev components

XJoc «re permutations of each other and generate the to

tal wave function according to

We choose to work with Ц, > which we denote (J and no-

te that operator H = - Д ® 1 + \£ f VL*. P i e n o t

symmetric because P and \/ do not commute.However,the

eymmetry relation (^ + p) f-| = f-{ * ( 1 + P) allows one

to prove that energy eigenvalues are real, Faddeev eompo -
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nents corresponding to different energies are orthogonal,

etc. We also define permutation operator Q, Q(I23) -

* (132), such as QP" = P*Q, According to the Pauli princip-

le we start from the three-quark totally antisymmetric wave

function У and thus (J must be symmetrized with res-

pect to the exchange of two "colourless" quarks 2 and 3,

i.e.

QXJ- U. Ф
We expand the Faddeev component \J into the L-S basis
/12/, separating radial, epin-ieoepin and orbital parta:

The distance between the quarks 2 and 3 is given by X

and the distance between the quark I and the cm. of the

three-quark system by Ч-/41Г *
 t n e

 corresponding orbital

momenta are -£ end Л , which couple to the total orbi-

tal momentum L - £®X • The total spin S and isoepin T

can take the values 1/2 and 3/2. Total orbital momentum L

and epin & couple to the total momentum J of the system

CJ * L © S). It la clear that the total spin S is a good

quantum number ao that we can consider the baryon multi-

pleta Jp * I/2+ and 3/2+ separately. On the other hand the

parity, p * С-1)Л
 of the state imposes a condition on th«

values -t and Д «So, for example, for the baryon with

jP » 2/2* from the eq. (3) follows the condition

Matrix eleaenta < U
K
 \ Q \ U.

K
' > =• Q

K
 ^

к
 к'

 a r e

in table I, and matrix elements < U
K
 \ p-|Ц

у
.,> - p

1

were described in ref. /12/» **'

Ueing the expansion C4) in eq. (I) together with the

orthogonality propertiea of ( ц ® ^ ^ °
n e i e l e d t o
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the equations for baryona from multiplet J** = 1/2*

'Г I
Here til a ie the quark mass and h - u*/ ie the integral

ODerator с1теп hv the ezDreasian 'operator given by the expression

where

and the kernel Ц
г

л
/ д £' i e described in ref. /13/.

Zhe potential acting only between particles 2 and 5 aakes

the matrix element diagonal with respect to Д . For the

central potential the matrix element ia diagonal alao with

reapect to / •

Practically in the numerical calculation the set of

eq. (6) mnat be cut at certain /-<£,/)-A* Tor ground atate
oaryonefe.g.*or: I,the total orbital momentum L-0 mad there
lore \* {, the simplest system ariaee if we retain only

/components 0 k , к * I,2>
...6

>
 correaponding to /

o
 « 0,

A
o
 s o» Together with the condition (5) it means that

u£° * 0 it к * 2,3.5 (aee Table I). Vote also that the
X * J/2 component u9° vanishes. Than denoting <§ •
т 00 ° •*

* U^ we can rewrite eq. C6) in the form

where Vn = Vi V
3
. ̂ Vc t * 1)Vn Vi V

3
. ̂Vc t 1)

 л*«
 V 1

? -*Ьч » 9 / h ''eo^oc •

Analogous set of equations can be derived for baryons

Э/2*. уог г'» - Д
в
 « 0 these equations read
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Equations (8] and (9) are used for numerical calculations.

Toe total wave function baa to be regular at the ori-

gin; then, talcing into account eq. (4)» we have

do)) «

where "ф^ ф
к
 > к = 0,1,2. For a bound state the wave fun

ction has to fall off exponentially away from the origin,

then, practically we impose the condition

for x and/or у large enough*

Ve briefly describe here the method /13/ we have used

for solving the boundary value problem (8) - С И ) *

The integro-differential set (8) or (9) can be written

where fi is a linear operator involving second-order partial

derivaties and one-dimension integrals. Die expression (12)

is an eigenvalue equation that we solve by means of so cal-

led "inverse iteration* schema /14/ :

where Л is a given number. Starting from an initial

vector <£>(°> and expanding it in terma of the eigenvectors
of the operator H,

v
we see that the iteration СП) leads to

(15)

where the eigenvalues of the operator H are denoted E ̂
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It ie eaay to prove that ф ' converges to the eigenvector

<̂ =>. whose correeponding eigenvalue E^ tends

to Д » There is a criterion to be useful in order to decide

the termination of the inverse iteration* This criterion,

often met in eigenvalue search methods, is baaed on the

Hayleigh quotient /14/

Owing to relation (.131, this quotient ie given by

and converges to the value £ - Д •

We than confront the problem of solving eq. (13)»

i.e. finding the vector cp
 (s
' for a given <^

f s
~^ . To do

this, we superimpose a grid of N nodes on the §
t
 0

plane» p = С x
2
 + y

2
 ) * , tg Q * y/x, and replace the

problem of finding the IL, retained Faddeev amplitudes at
Jar

order e by the problem of determining their value at each

node. Thus, we can turn the problem into a set of NgN_

linear equations for N^N unknowns. This linear aet of equ-

ations is solved by "successive over-relaxation" /14/•

Typically, we have worked with NgBT =̂ 6000 and use a value

for the energy guess Л of -0.9 OeV. Practically, instead

of the asymptotic condition on $ , we imposed only the

boundary condition «£ = 0 for p = 5*6 fm.

3. POTENTIAL

The validity of the non-relativistic approximation
surely depends on the masses of the quarks and the form of
the interaction potential chosen. In the present paper we
have examined five tjpes of phenomenological qq - interac-
tion* t namely :
I. Bhaduri model - I (BI)
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^ ] ] сю)

where к = 437.5 IleY-fm"2, <0 * I Q I . 6 IffeY, m̂  = md * 336
IteY, mD * 595 MeY, с <• 433.5 MeV, n = -I/2 r and ^F.;F<> e

в l j

* -2/3 for qq.

Note that the three-body problem for Д and -Q.

with thie interaction is exactly solvable and so we can

test the accuracy of our method in this model.

2. Bhaduri model - II (BII)

CI9)

where к = 445.6 ftT-йГ1, W = 0.3625 СсЬ)2, С » 631.5 MeV,
e^ « md * 336 МеЧГ, B^ « 5Q5 MeT.

This model ie more "rea l i s t ic" than BX one because„ ae
suggested in ref. /15/, the I/|Xi - type spin dependence
arises naturally from a ramp confinement i f the latter ie
generated through a vector exchange between quarks.
3 . Martin model С VT }

where L * - 4032 MeY, В « 4O4O#2 MeT-fa*
fl
, Иц * »

d
 « 336

MeV, m
0
 * Я В Me¥, mc > 1800 MeY, а ъ

 - 5ГГ4 KeY, В * G«X.

Clearly, the functional dependence in eq. (20) has no

direct and simple physical meaning. It may only be under-

stood ae an interpolation between an elusive Coulombic

short range behaviour and a linear behaviour screened by

pair creation effects.

4» Carlson model { G }

cl + tfM, (21)

where ol% * 37.487 UeV-fm, CO * 514.192 MeY-fm""
1
, m^ * m

fi
*

* 336 UeY* m
e
 « 5IS HeY, m

c
 « 1370 MeY, и^ * 5174 HeY.

Thie is a very simple phenomenological potential which



fits very veil the spectrum, of me a one with, bidden or naked

beauty or charm.

5. Richardeon model ( R )

where

end n-, ie a number of flavours» We shall choose n. * 3
t

eince the effect of heavier quarks should be small at the

distances we are studying ( using the Appelquist - Carazzo-

ne theorem /16/) * The only parameter which enters in this

potential is TV * a scale size. As pointed out by Bxchmtll-

ler and туе /17 , this Д should not be compered with

what ie known about scaling violation in deep inelastic

scattering.

Ha eq. C22) we assume

V
5
 - a ixi, V

v
 - V-

5
where V ^ is the fourth component of the vector potential

and Vs ie the scalar part of the potential. Correspon-

ding to this decomposition we have two types of the spin —

•pin interaction i

y
s

which we call e lectr ic ( V " ) e^d magnetic ( \AS }
spin-spin interaction. So we have also two types of Richar-
dson model, namely one with the "electric" confinement
С HE - model}

end another one with the •magnetic*' confinement CHH -model)
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Here V o = - {ТтгТз А В V2 ~* , thus 4Q is de-
termined by the ecale parameter .Л. /18/ and У1 * 0.5772..
- Suler 's constant.

One should keep in mind that the quark masses are not
arbitrary f lexib le . The bounds for the quark masses are
given by /19/

0.23 ^ Шц d * 0.4 Ge7f 0.5 ^ ms 4 0.75 GeV ( 2 ? )

1.73 * шс'^ 2 GeT, 5.03-s? п^ ё 5-55 GeV.

On the other hand the masses which we are using here are ef-

fective ones. Thus, it is not necessary for the quark mass

in a meson to be the same as that in a baryon.

4. RESULTS

In this section we describe some results ootained sol-

ving eqe. (8),L9) for three-quark systems. Besides heavy

quark systems С like bbb
(
ccc }, we investigate light S-wava

baryons from multiplets J
p
 * I/2

+
, 3/2

+
 , like N, Л , J2~.

We consider several types of qq-interactions described in

860.3 under the assumption 4 * 1/2 V -. This equation

follows from one-gluon exchange if the qq pair is in a co-

lour singlet three-quark state. A similar relation follows

fro& geometrical considerations in lattice gauge theory /20/

and in bag models /21/, On the other hand this relation is

subjected to important criticisms /7,22/ oeoauae it is not

obvious that colour octet exchange should also saturate the

confining part, moreover» multibody forces may very well

be present /7/»

First we have calculated the mass spectra for low-

lying S-vave baryons ( Table 2 ). These results are in sa-

tisfactory agreement with those obtained by the other me -

thods. There is no surprise in the good fit for the baryon

meases because the spectrum is a rather rough characteristic
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of the three-quark aystem. However there ie eome disagreement

with the result of ret./в/ for nucleon maee.lt la due to the

fact that being variational in character,the method of ref.

/6/ underbinds the nucleon by 27 MeV for the BII- model. In

contrast with ref*/6/ we oonsider the three-body problem dy-

namically and solve «addeev equations with the high numerical

accuracy.For the present calculations our estimated errors in

binding energies and wave functions are in oder 0 5 . 1 % .

Applying Faddeev method we are able to calculate the

exact wave functions for a given potential. It is interee -

ting to find some static characteristics of baryons using

these wave functions. Namely, we calculate charge radii,
2 2

magnetic momenta and в * (v/сЛ of neutron and proton

С Table 3 ) and charge density distribution© of nucleons

С Fig. I ). With known charge densities we obtained electro-

magnetic forafactors of neutron С Fig. 2,3 ) and proton

t Fig. 4 ).

Let us discuss now the neutron charge distribution
2

in the fflLQL end in the bag one. Experimentally < r > is
2

known to be -0*116 fin , from very accurate experiments with

thermal neutrons. In the neutron the dd pair necessarilyhae

isospin "1" and hence spin "1", because their colour wave

function is antisymmetric. Thus we aee that the dd interac-

tion ia repulsive and tends to push the dd pair out from the

centre of the neutron. Therefore the ШСЦ obviously predict*

a positive core and a negative tail for the neutron. Quanti-

tatively the details are illustrated in Fig.I. It is inter-

esting that this idea fails for the bag model /29/ - square

charge radius of the bag model neutron ia zero in lowest

order* There is a number of higher order effect* but none
2

of these give even the right order of magnitude for < г >
 n

in the bag model.

On the other hand one can see from the Table 3 that the-

re ia a difficulty in the pure HRQM,namely in all caeee the

r.m.s. radius of the neutron shrank to - 0.3 fm uad that of



tb« proton was leas than 0*62 fm with the result that the

«as > 0.5. So, our numerical values partly illustrate

а тагу general result /23/ that the pure NRQM cannot

simultaneously fit the nudeon radius and remains non-relati-

viatic. It is poaaible this difficulty can be overcome with

an admixture of the pion cloud in the original NRQW.

5> SUMMARY

The aim of this paper «as to test the "quality" of wave

functions for various potentials and to study the validity

of the NBQM for light beryona. The method consists in sol-

ving accurately the three-body problem and analyzing the

obaervables as functions of the interquark interaction.

Aeong the standard difficulties encountered in baryon spec-

troscopy a clean distinction is now feasible between the

artificial defects due to the incomplete treatment of the

three-body problem and the fundamental limitations associ-

ated with the НВфС itself. We have also confirmed the well-

known defect that tho HRQi oan not be non-relativiatic

in the light quark sector, even when using a constituent

masa as large as 400 MeV. Then the HRQU should be considered

as an effective tool whose justification remains to be

found /23/.

In this paper we have investigated tLe ground state ba-

ryons and a few observables. Further investigations remain

to be done concerning,for instance, the Д -• А/'у radiative

transitions» the formfactors relevant to weak transitions

like Л -* peV » the tensor forces and three-body forces

contributions, etc.The calculation of all the observablea in the

HRQM can be performed using the obtained wave functions ge-

nerated by Faddeev method in configuration space.
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TABLE 1.Matrix elements

1 2 3 4 5 6

1
-1

-1

-1



labla 2. Baryon spectrum С in Ge7 ) for various potentials.

Вагуon

А

N

И*"
ссс
ссс*
ЬЬЬ

Martin
model

oure

1.241

1.674
2.112
4.770
5.237

14.323

a/

1.621
2.
4.
5.

14.

.139
,776
254
326

Bhaduri-I
model

oura

1.229
0.896
1.694

/ 6 /

1.231
0.939
1.695

Bb
model

oura

I.
0.
I .

205 I
912 0
655 I

X I

/ 6 /

.234

.939

.668

oura

1.246

1.706

4.813
5.140

14.225

Carlson

I.

I.

4.

model

/18/

.354

.699

813

/24/

1.624

4.797

14.380

|

1
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Zable 3« Structure parameters of nucleons for varioue

potentials.

A

Л
п ъ

<Ы

Richardson
model

(S-GQOf inement)

282
616
448
939

1232
1672

0.469
-0.021

3.326
-2.217
1.93

Richardson
model

(It-conf inement)

405
642
335
939

1232
1672

0.5II
-0.022
2.316

-1.544
0.59

Bhadori-I
model

336
585

912
1205
1655

0.620
-0.029
2.792

-I.861
0.5

FIGURE CAPTIONS

fig* I x Charge density destributions of nucleons for

the Bhaduri - II model.

Fig. 2 i Neutron electric formfactor. Solid curve, dashed

curve and dotted curve represent the results

for BIX - model, BE - model and KM - model,

respectively»

Fig* 3 : Neutron magnetic formfactor. Solid, dashed and

dotted lines represent the results for В П ,

BS and Bit - models*

Fig. 4 t Proton magnetic formfactor. Solid, dashed and

dotted lines represent the results for BII,

BB and BM - models.
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